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PAflC General Membership Meeting January 24*, 1981 Hunter College

Minutes

Solecki called the meeting to order at 9:50 A.M..

Geismar commended Klein for the PANYC newsletter.

Minutes from the previous meeting were accepted.

Bankoff reported PANIC's assets at $71.50. He reminded members to send dues to
him by March 15 to renew-membership. Members owe $8. for the year and nan-members
may subscribe to the newsletter for $4. per year.

Solecki congratulated Klein on his successful dissertation defense. He reported
that he received letters from Ann Webster Smith acknowledging PANIC's introductory
letter and from Senator Javits noting his ag±'eement with PANYC's support of the
National Heritage Policy Act.* He also reported that he would leave for Syria
on 1/28/81 after which time Ceci would preside as PANIC president.

Reporting for the Action Committee, Geismar informed members of a forthcoming
meeting between representatives from PANYC and the N.Y. City Department of Parks.
Members thought that several topics should be considered at the meeting:

-PABYC should receive notice of plans for development or redevelopment
of parks

-PANYC could offer advice to the Dept. of Parks about the worth of
an archaeological project for which a permit has been requested

-Inquire if the Park Dept. has a policy for handling non-park real
estate in its jurisdiction

-Inquire it th Park Dept. has a policy, official or unofficial, for dealing
with people who turn out at sites with shovels.

Geismar explained that a private club maintains the Bartow-Pell mansion. Park
officials with wham she has spoken don't want to bury the archaeological resources
there to protect them and they haven't funding for plantings which they could use
to bide them. Geismar asked for suggestions which she could present to the
park officials.

Ceci pointed to the lack of legislation making site looting illegal in the City.
She referred to the Archives Resources Law as a possible model for a law speci-
fically covering cultural resources.* Klein suggested an alternative solution to
this problem would be to make additions to the extant Landmarks law to include
archaeology. Geisma agreed to discuss this question of needed legislation
with the Park Commission.

Rose Solecki reported that McManaman, National Park Service, would inform her of
any actions from liPS in the New York area.

Ralph Solecki told members about his completed report of investigations on
Fulton Street and Joralemon Street in Brooklyn. The report, submeitted to the
Army Corps of Engineers indicated three ferry houses, exposed a Dutch dock dating
1650-1659, and cut across the floor of a 1750 ferry house at 8 feet below the
street level. Solecki 's investigations dfmonstrated that Henry Styles' accounts
inaccurately located the ferry house. Among the collected artifacts Solecki noted
a Hesian soldier's plate which he plans to donate to the Long Island Historical
Society.



PABYC Minutes (cont'd)

Members presented new business for the Action Committee. Bankoff announced
the City's plans for dredging in the Hudson off of Pier 83 at 42nd Street. Other
members established that this would be maintenance dredging of a previously
dredged area.

Klein recounted a conversation he had with Larrabee about misinformation in a draft EIS
for a proposed power plant on Staten Island near Great Kills. Orge2. responding
on behalf of the Army Corps of Engineers said that she welcomes feedback from
archaeologists about these types of problems.

Responding to the Staten Island Advance editor's letter to Geismsr (see Minutes
11-19-80), Askins informed the editor about recent work on Staten Island with which
Askins has been involved and he also sent copies of articles about other
arhcaeological projects there.

Solecki reported that Steven Gross conducted some research in lower Manhatten for
the Landmarks Commission.

The Research and Planning Committee members had nothing to report as there had
been no meeting since the last PAflC meeting.

Bankoff Announced that PANIC will sponsor the Second Annual Program on New York
City Archaeology at the Museum of the City of New York, 9 May 1981 at 1:00 P.M.
The program will consist of 5 or 6 illustrated talks about archaeology
in the City. Bankoff, Klein, and Cantvell volunteered to work as the Program
Committee. Sterud offered AIA facilities for producing fliers.

Diana Rocbnsn and Bill Askins will serve as an Elections-Nfominating Committee and
will draw up a slate before the next meeting.

Solecki suggested that future newsletters include a compendium of new
archaeological articles covering the New York metropolitan area.

Ceci will design a form for recording information about PANYC members which will
serve as the basis for a Directory of New York City Archaeologists.

Cantwell welcomed suggestions for a field projcot for her Spring 1982 archaeology
class.

The Conference on the Research Potential of Anthropological Museum Collections,
organized by Cantel, Griffin and Rothschild, will meet on Feb 25-27 at the
Barbizon-Plaza Hotel sponsored by the New York Academy of Sciences.

Geismar urged PANYC members, their colleagues and their students to reactivate

interest in the Metropolitan Chapter of the New York State Archaeological Association.

The members thanked Ralph Solecki f-or presiding during PAIIYC's first year.

Solecki adjourned the meeting at 11:15 A.M.

Respectfully submitted,

Sydne Marshall

PANIC Secretary
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORlIC with advising the President and the 110(c) of the Housing and Community

PRESERVATION Congress on historic preservation Development Act of 1960.
matters. Section 106 of the Act is The process established by the

36 CFR Part 801 designed to protect properties listed in proposed regulations is basically similar

or eligible for inclusion in the National to the existing Section 106 process set

Historic Preservation Requirements of Register of Historic Places through forth in 36 0Th Part 800, "Protection of

the Urban Devlapment Action Grant review and comment by the Council on Hsoi n utrlPoete.

Program Federal undertakings that affect such However, the proposed regulations

Aec:AvsrConianHsoi properties. restructure the normal Section 106

AGeNCYevaior Couci onabise Historic u . . process to better reflect the UDAG
Presrvaion Asestblised y te Cuncl aprogram and the legal responsibliaties of

ACTION' Proposed Regulations. rigulations (36 CFh Part 800), the the applicant and most importantly to
____________________________ Section 108 process is a public interest expedite the Council's commenting role.

SUMMARY- These proposed regulations process in which the Federal agency The major provisions of the proposed

implement the historic preservation sponsoring the project the State Historic regulations are:

review provisions of Section 110 of the Preservation Officer, the Council, and 1. Section 801.1 Purpose and

Housing nad Community Development interested organizations and individuals Authiorities. This section reflects the

Act of 1980 (Pub. L g6499, 94 Stat. 1614] participate. For programs authorized by changes in Council responsibilities as a

and Section 106 of the National H-istoric Title I of the Housing and Community result of the Housing and Community

Preservation Act of 1966 as amended Development Act of 1974, as amended -Development Act of 1980.

(16 U.s.c. 470]. Section 110(c) of Pub. L (42 U.S.C. 5301), applicants legally 2- Section 801.2 Definitions. 'This

96-399 requires among other things, the assume the status of a responsible section includes definitions that are

Council to prescribe regulations for Federal official for the purposes of the additions to those contained in 36 CIX

expeditious review and comment on National i-storic Preservation Act This 800.2 and which reflect the special

Urban Development Action Grant delegation is authorized by.Section requirements of the UDAG program.

project which affect properties listed in 104(h) of the Housing and Community 3. Section 801.3 Applicant

qr elIgil for the National Register of Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. Responsibilities. This is a new section

Historic Places. The proposed 5304(a)). The Section 106 process is that is not contained in 35 CIX Part 800

regulations establish this required designed to assure that alternatives to and reflects the delegation of historic

expe dited Council commenting process. avoid or mitigate an adverse effect an a preservation review requirements by

DATEZ Comments due: February 18, 1981. property listed in or eligible for inclusion HUDl and UflAG applicants.

AOORSt* Comment address: Executive in the National Register are adequately 4. Section 801.2(c) Evaluation of

Director. Advisory Council on Historic considered in the planning process. Effect This section reflects the

Preservation. 1522 IC Street NW., These regulations are required by provisions of 36 CFR 800.3 but is tailored

Washington,.f.C. 20005. Section 110(c) of the Housing and speifically to the requirements of the

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACr. Community Development Act of 1980. - UDAG program. In addition,

Petr 1 Sit. Secal ssstat or (42 U.S.C. 5320(c)] and apply only to J 801.3(a)(1](C) describes a number of

Urban Affairs. Advisory Council on projects- proposed to be funded by the speAGi cprotwhnereeednts be

Historic Preservation. 1522 K Street Urban Development Action Grant referret ih nl if t certi

NW., Washington. D.C. 20005 202-254- (UflAG) program of the Departmient of standrrds are methe Council wouldtai

3967, Housing and Urban Development The- stapriae omets nThe scope wofl

SUPPLEmENTARY INFORMATION. The purpose of these proposed rgltions is this section and additional examples

Council was established by the National to expedite the Council's commentin which could be included.

Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as process for such applications. Under the S. Section 801.4 Council Commeants.

amended (15 U.S.C. 470), and consists of provisions of Section 110 of the Housing This section specifies how the Council

the Secretary of the Interior, the and Community Development Act of wiljl respond to an applicant's request

Secretary of Housing and Urban 1980 the State i-storic Preservation ,for Council comments. While it is

Development, the Secretary of Officer has a 45-day period to comment similar in process to that specified in 38

Commerce. the Adm-inisfrator of the on properties listed in the National . CFR 800.6, a number of substantive

General Services Adminisfration, the Register of Historic Places or which -- changes have been made. For example,

Secretary of the Treasury, the Attorney meet the Criteria and which will be there is a time limit of 45 days to

General, the Secretary of Agriculture, affected by the proposed UDAG project .. prepare a Memorandum of Agreement in

the Secretary of Transportation. the as determined by the applicant.The cases of adverse effect determinations.

Secretary of State. the Secretary of Secretary of tfie Interior, likewise. has a If no-agreement is reached by the

Defense, the Secretary of Health and 45-day period in which to make a close of~that period. the Executive

Human Services, the Chairman of the determination whether the affected Director will have 15 days to refer the

Council on Environmental Quality, the properties are eligible for inclusion in matter to the Chairman. Based upon the

Chairman of the Federal Council on the the National Register. For the sake of recommendation of the Executive

Arts and Humanities, the Architect of~ clarity the comment period of the State Director, the Chairman will make a

the Capitol. the Secretary of the Historic Preservation Officer is referred decision au to what~actlon Council will

Smithsonian Institution, the Chairman of to as a "review period" in these take. If the-natter is referred to the

the National Trust for Historic proposed regulations. This has been -Council members, there will be a

Preservation, the President of the done in order to avoid confusion meeting of either the full Council or a

National Conference of State Historic between comments of the Council panel of members within 3o days. If the

Preservation Officers, and twelve required by Section 106 of the National matter-is referred to a panel, the panel's

members appointed by the President Historic Preservation Act and the comments will be.considered the

from outside the Federal Government. comments of the State Historic comments of the full Council for the

The Act generally charges the Council Preservation Officer required by Section purposes of commenting on a particular
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-UDIA -GProject. This -mill considerably Prsuant to 3e CFh Part 805. "National to paragaph Lb) (1 anL 2fti

reduce the time that is required to Environmental Policy Act section. Further, the Act irequires that

obtain the comments of the Council and Implementationt Procedures," teteifraindvlpdbh

also provide a fixed time limit, no more Council has determined tha an applicant must be forwarded to the

than g0 days, in which the process will Environmental Impact Statement is not appropriate State Historic Preservation

be completed. required. Officer (SEP03 for review and to the

Thissecionals proide fo th Datd Jnuay ~ ~.Secretary of the Interior for a

de sa tion lo rlea d e for ah Dated.t Januar.y 1, 1 8 .determination as to whether the affected

desa tio p oc f a nter e ra agency dRo e R ar ,J -Properties are eligible for inclusion in

is involved and for the applicant to 36 CFR is amended by adding Part SM fc) Section 106 of the National

accept Previous compliance by a to read as follows: Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as

Federal agency for the project.aedl(1 SC 40,rqisth

6.resection 0.5SaeLftrcPRQUIREMENTOFI PRESERIVAT1ON head of any Federal agency with
prsrainOfficer Responsibilities. RQIE NTOFTHE URBAN jurisdiction over a Federal. federally

This section is basically similar to 36 DEVELOPMENT ACTION GRANT assisted or federally licensed

0Th 800.5. but reflects the State Historic PROGRAM undertaking that affects a property

reuirediby oher parisinpfaetion Sec. d uhrteincluded in or eligible for inclusion in

re.qTise syteo rflect s e toy 80.1 Purpose an uhoiis the National Register of Historic Places
ii.Tisscin el s h t tte wi2 Definitions, to take into account the effect of the

period of 45 days within which the Sae 8M).3 Applicant resposibilities. undertaking on such property and afford

Historic Preservation Officer may 801.4 Council comments. the Council a reasonable opportunity to

formally comment on an applicant's - wozsState Historic Preservation officer comn.TeSrtayf Dhs

determination of effect on properties responsibilities,.omn h ertr fEf a

which are listed in the National Register 801.6 Coordination with Requirements delegated this responsibility to

or hic ma met te Citeia orUnder the National Environmental policy applicants with respect to projects

listing in the National Register. The time ACtIrpsdtLefuddb 
h JA

limitation does not preclude the 801. Reports to the Council. progrism.

applcan frm erlir otaiingAppendix identification of properties. §s01.2 Definitioris.

information from the State Historic Uth.CfltyJ Pub. L. 9-22.,so Stat 12 (16 The terms defined in 36 CFR 80.2 shall

Preservation officer which will assist the U..C 47i) Pub L 63.9 Stat. 131 (1Z 'be used in conjncton with this

applicant in reaching its conclusions. U.S.C. 5320). -regulation. Furtherinore, as used in these

7. Section 801.6 Coordination withi regulalonris-

Requiremients Under the National § 801.1 Purpostald authoitet (a] "Urban Development Action Grant

En vironmental Policy AcA This is (a)-Ebese regulations are required by Program- fUDAC)-meanis~he programn of

similar to 36 CFR-8300.9. Section 110(c) of the Housing and thes Department of Housing and Urban

a. Section 801.7 Reports to the -Community Development-Act of 1980 Development (I-=) authorized by Title

Council. This section specifies how an (HODA] (42 U.S.c. 5320) and apply only I of the Housing and Community

applicanit may utilize relevant portions to projects proposed to be funded by the Development Act (HODA) of 1977 (42

of a completed UDAG application to Deparinient of Housing and Urban U.S.C. 5318) to assist revitalization

meet information needs of the Section Development (HUD) under the Urban efforts in distressed cities and urban

106 process. The remainder of the Development Action Grant Programi counties which require increaied public

section sets forth report requirements (UDAG] authorized by Title I of the and private investment

for various stages of the process. Housing and Community Development (b] "Applicant' means cities and

9. Appendix. An appendix has been Act of -1974. as -amended (42 U.S.C. urban counties or Pocket of-Poverty

added specifically to provide guidance 5301). These regulations establish an Communities which meet the criteria at

for linAC applicants in identifying expedited process for obtaining the 24 CFR 570,453. Except as specifically

properties listed in the National Register comments of the Council specifically for provided below, applicants must comply

of Historic Places or-which meet the the UIJAG program- and. except as with these regulations rather than the

Criteria. In addition, a section is specifically provided, substitute for the Secretary of HUD.

included which deals with archeology in Council's regulations for the "Protection [c) "Project" means a commerical,

an urban context .of Historic and Cultural Properties" (35 - ndustrial, and/or neighborhood project

The Council has determined that an CTh Part 800). -supported by the UDAG program of the

economic impact statement pursuant to (b] Section 110(c) of the HODA of 190 flepartment of HUI), as defined iii 24

Executive Orders 11821 end 11949 is not requires UDAC applicants to (1): CFR 570.451(g). A project includes the

required since these proposed Identify all properties, which are group of integrally related public and

regulations are modifications of an included in the National Register of private activities described in the grant

existing process to meet the needs of a Historic Places and which will be application which are to be carried out

specific program and do not constitute a affected by the project for which the to Mneet the objective of the action grant

major regulatoryrproposaL . application ls'made: (2) identify all- other program-and consists of all action grant

The Council has determined that these properties, which will be affected by funded activities together with all non-

proposed regulations are not significant such Project and which, as determined action grantfunded activities. A project

regulations within'the meaning of by the applicant.- may meet the Criteria is an "undertaldng" as defin~d in 3a CFR

Executive. Order 12044 and consequently established by the Secretary of the 800.2(c).

do not require a regulatory analysis. The Interior for-inclusion on the National (d) "State Historic Preservation

purpose of these prcposed regulations is Registei (3BFR 1202.6); and (3) provide Officer Review~ Period" is a 45 day

to expedite and clarify the Council a description of the effect. as period provided to the appropriate State

commenbing-process on a speciflc; determined by the applicant of the Historic Preservation Officer by Section

program. project on properties identified pursuant 110(c) of the Housing and Community
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Development Act (HCDA) of 1980 for or inflexible standard for such efforts. but are still reasonably foreseeable.
comment on properties listed in the Meeting this responsibility requires the Such effects involve development of th,-
National Register or which may meet applicant to make an earnest effort to project site around historic prprtiss
the Criteria and which will be affected identify and evaluate historic properties as to affect the access to, use of, or
by the proposed linAG project that may be affected by- significance of those properties.

(e] "Secretary of the Interior (1) Consulting the National Register of (ii] Criteria of Adverse Effect.
Determination Period" Is a 45-day Historic Places to determine whether the Adverse effects on National Register
period provided by Section 110(c) of the project's impact area includes such properties or properties which meet the,'
HODA of 1980 for a determination as to properties; Criteria may occur under conditions
whether the affected properties are (2) Applyn the Department of the which include but are not limited to:
eligible for inclusion in the National Interior Criteria for Evaluation (36 CFR (A) Destruction or alteration of all of
Register. 1202.6) to properties within the project's part of a property;

impact area through a site examination (B) Isolation from or alteration of the
§ 801.3 Applicant responsliflltes. by qualified personnel;, property's surrounding environment,

As early as possible before the -(3] Utiliin local plans, surveys, or (C) Introduction of visual, audible, or!
applicant makes a final decision inventories of historic properties atmospherictelements that are out of
concerning a project and in any event prepared by the locality or a recognized character with the property or alter its,
prior to talcing~any action that would State or local historic authority;'etn-
foreclose alternatives or the Council's (4] Obtaining. prior to initiating the setn
ability to comment, the applicant should SaeHsoiPrevtonOfcr(D) Neglect of apropierty resulting iiR,

take the following steps to comply with Review Period, relevant information tha its d eiaionsrdesration.I
the requirements of Section 106 of the the State Historic Preservation Officer reailitatSpecia oderactis . c
National Historic Preservation Act and. may have available concerning historic reablitonn s ath project aiy, suc
Section 11.0 of the HODA of 1980. In properties, if any, in the project's impact comnseentof he projc ayrs effc
order to facilitate the commenting area: Provided, That a request for such and need not be referred to the Council
process the applicant should forward to information shall not be considered the if it is undertaken in accordance with
the Council information on the proposed initiation of the State Historic - the Secretary of the Interior's Standards
project if it is determined that National Preservation Officer Review Period, and. for Historic Preservation Projects. (U.S,
Register properties or roperies which (5] Utilizing other sources of
meet the Criteria forinclusion will be information or advice the applicant Department of the Interior, Heritage

*affected at the earliest practicable time. deemns appropriate. Conservationand Recreation Service, -
'This will allow the Council to assist the (c) Evaluation a/Effect Applicants Washington. D.C. 1979] and the State.

-applicant In expeditiously =eeting its are required by Section 110(a) of the Historic Preservation Officer concurs in

bistoric.preservabion requirements and HCDA of 1980-ta include in their the proposedactivity. Additionally, the

facilitate the development of the applications a description of the effect following types of project components or

Council's.coinments. of a prpsdUDAG project on any elements will be considered to not
*(a] Information Required It is the prponlRse rpryado n normally adversely affect properties

prnayresponsibility of the applicant Nainlgse property and oette rtra. listed in the National Register or which
requesting Council comments to conduct (1) Criteria. of Effect and Adverse meet the Criteria.
the appropriate studies and to provide Effect The following criteria, similar to (A] Insulation (except for the use of
the information necessary for areview those set forth in 36 CSR 800.3, shall be granular or liquid injected foam
of the effect~a proposed project may used to determine whether a project has insultation in exterior walls or other
have on a National Register property or* an effect or an adverse-effect. vertical surfaces);
a property which meets the Criteria, as (i) Criteria of Effect The effect of a [B) Caulking;
well as the information necessary for project on a National Register or eligible (C) Weatherstripping;
adequate consideration of modifications property is evaluated-in the context of (D) Replacemepnt of Heating.
or alterations to the proposed project the historical, architectural, Ventilating and Air Conditioning
that could avoid, mitigate, or minimiz ar~heologica], or cultural significance (HVAC) equipment: Provided, That such
any adverse effects. It is the possessed by the property. A project equipment is screened from public view
responsibility of the applicant to provide shall-be considered to have-an effect and that the State Historic Preservation
the information specified in J 801.7, to whenever any condition of the project Officer and the applicant agree the
make an informed and reasonable causes or may cause any change., equipment will not affect those qualities
evaluation of whether a property meets beneficial or adverse, in the quality of of the property which qualify it to meet
the National Register Criteria (36 CFR the historical- architectural. - the 36.CFR12O2-8 Criteria:
12o2.] and to determine the effect of a archeological, or cultural charactedistics (E) Indldnd refenestration (for
proposed undertaking on a National that qualify the property to meet the example, replacement of deteriorated
Register. or property which meets the Criteria of the National Register. An windowt of a similar configuration.
Criteria, effect occurs when a project changes the color and material];

(b) Identification of Properfles. integrity of location, design, setting, MF Lowering of ceilings: Provided. The
Section 1-10 of the HCDA of -1980 makes -materials; worloiansbip, feeling or-, ceilings will not be visible from outside
UflAC applicants responsible for the association of the propgrty that of the building or from an interior public
idntiation of National Register contributes tolits significance in space and that the State Historic
properties and properties which may accordance with the National Register Preservation Officer and the applicant
meet the Criteria for Uising in the Criteria. An. effect may be direct or . agree it will not affect a quality which
National Register that may be affected Indirect. Direct effects are caused by the qualified the building to meet the 36 CFR
by the project An-appendix to these project and occur at the same time and 1202.6 Criteria:
regulations sets fort guidance to place. Indirect effects include those (G) Replacement in-kind of
applicants in meeting their identification cause by the undertaking that are later substantially deteriorated material.
responsibilities but does not set a fixed in time orfarther-removed in- distance,, -provided that the State Historic
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preservation Officer and the applicant _ Review Period shall forward adequate 12) Timing. The consulting parties

agree; documentation (see § 801.7(a)] of the shall have a total of 45 days from the

CH)i Installation of machinery, Determination. including the comments receipt by the Executive Director of the

equipment furnishings, fixtures. etc.. In of the State Historic Preservation information required in § S017(a) to

the interior of existing buildings: Officer, if available, to the Executive agree upon feasible and prudent

provided. That the State Historic Director for review in accordance with alternatives to avoid, mitigate, or

preservation Officer and the applicant 5 81.. minimize any adverse effects of the

agree such installations will have no (ili) Adverse Effect Determiation. If project. Failure of an applicant to

effect on those qualities which qualified the applicant finds the effect to be provide the information required in

the building to meet thp 36 CER 1202.6 adverse or if the Executive Director § 801.(b) will delay the beginning of the

Criteria. objects to an applicant's no adverse time period specified above.

(I) Use of land containing known or effect determination pursuant to (3) Information Requirements. The

possible archeological resources under I 801.4(a), the applicant shall proceed applicant shaltprovide copies of the

specified conditions (See Appendix. with the consultation process in information required in § 801.71(b) to the

Section D] accordance with § 801.4(b). .consulting parties at the initiation of the

(2) Determinations of Effect Prior to consultation process and make it readily

submitting an application to HUD, the § 801.4 Council Comments. available for public inspection.

applicant shall apply the Criteria of The following subsections specify (4) Public Meeting. An onsite

Effect and Adverse Effect to all how the Council will respond to an inspection and a Public Information

properties which are listed in the applicants request for the Council's Meeting may be held in accordance with

National Register or which may meet comments required to satisfy the the provisions of 38 CYR 800.5(b). Public

the Criteria mn the area of the project's applicant,'s responsibilities under hearings or meetings conducted by the

environmental impact. In order to Section 106 of the Act and Section 110 Of applicant in the preparation of the

facilitate the process, information shall the HCDA of 1980. When appropriate, application may, as specified below,

be requested~from the State Historic an applicant may waive the time periods substitute for such Public Information

Preservation Officer on applying the specified mn these regulations. Meetings. Upon request of the applicant.

Criteria of Effect and Adverse Effect (a) Response to determinations of no the Executive Director may find that

Special attention should be paid to adverse effect (1) Upon receipt of a such public meetings have been

indirect effects, such as changes in land Determination of No Adverse Effect adequate to consider the effect of the

use, traffic patterns, street activity, from an applicant, the Executive project on National Register properties

population density and growth rate. Director will review the Determination or properties which meet the Criteria,

While some aspects of a project may and supporting documentation required and no further Public Information

have little potential to adversely effect byI 801.7(a). Failure. to provide the Meeting Is required.

the sigiicant qualities of a historic required information at the time the (5] Consideratzon of Alternatives.

property. other project componients may applicant requests Council comments During the conisultation period. the

meet the Criteria of Effect and Adverse will delay the process. The..xecutive consulting parties shall, in accordance

Effect If any aspect of the project Director will respond to thi7applicant with the policies set forth in 36 CFR

results in an effect determination, within 15 days after receipt of the 800.B(b) (4] and (5], review the proposed

further evaluation of the effect shall be information required in 801.7(a). prjc odetermine whether there are
undetakn inaccrdane wth tese Unless the Executive Director objects to prdn ad feasible alternatives to

regulations. The resulting determination the Determination within 15 days after avoid or satisfactorily mitigate adverse

regarding the effect shall be included in receipt, the applicant will be considered effect. If they agree on-such alternatives,

the application, to have satisfied Its responsibilities they shall execute a Memorandum of

(1) No Effect If it is determined that under Section 106 of the Act and these Agreement in accordance with Section

the project will have no effect on any regulations and no further Council WL014(c)-specifying how the undertaking

National Register property and property review is required. will proceed to avoid or mitigate the

which meets -the Criteria, the project. (2) If the Executive Director objects to adverse effect.

requires no further review by the a Determination of No Adverse Effect (6) Acceptance of Adverse Effect. If-

Council unless a timely objection is the consultation process pursuant to - the consulting parties determine that

made by the Executive Director. An I 801.(b) shall be initiated., there are no feasible and prudent

objection may be made by the Executive (b) Consultation Process. If any aspect alternatives that could avoid or

Director at any time during the UflAG of the project is found to be adverse, the satisfactorily mitigate the adverse

application process prior to the applicant the State Historic effects and agree that It is in- he public

expiration of the period for receiving -Preservation Officer and the.Executive interest to proceed with the proposed

objections. to HUD's release of funds as Director-shall consult to consider project they shall execute a

specified in 24 CFR SUL31 The Executive feasible and prudent alternatives to the Memorandum of Agreement in

Director may consider the views of the project that could avoid;~ mitigate, or accordance with § 801.(c)

State Historic Preservation Officer and minimize the adverse effect on the acknowledging this determination and

others, including members of the general affected property. specifying any recording, salvage, or

public, in reaching a decision on (1) Parties. The applicant .the State other measures associated with.

-whether the project has an effect but Historic Preservation Officer and the acceptance of the adverse effects that

the final determination as to effect shall Executive Director shall be the shall be taken before the project

be made solely by the Executive consulting parties. The Department of .- proceeds.
Director. HUD, other representatives of national, (7) Failure to Agree. Upon the failure

(ii) Determinations of No Adverse State, or local units of government other of the consulting parties to agree upon
Effect If the applicant finds there is an parties-in interest and public and the terms for a Memorandum of

effect on the property but it it not private organizations, may be invited by Agreement within the specified time

adverse, the applicant alter the dlose of the consulting parties to participate in peniod. or upon notice of a failure to,

the' State Hi-storic Preservation Officer.. ~.the consultation process. agree by any consulting party to the
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Executive Director, the Executive application is made for the same project, (2] Detision to Consider the Project

Director within 15 days shall the Project need not be referred to the When the Council will consider a

recommend to the Chairman whether Council again unless there is a proposed project at a meeting. the

the matter should be scheduled for significant amendment to the project Chairman shall either designate five

consideration at a Council meeting. If which would alter the effect of the members as a panel to hear the matter

the Executive Director recommends that project on previously considered on behalf of the full Council or schedule

the Council not consider the matter, he properties or result in effects on the matter for consideration by the full

shall simultaneously notify all Council additional National Register properties Cduncil. in either case, the meeting shall

members. The applicant and the State or properties which meet the Criteria, take place within 30 days of the

Historic Preservation Officer shall be (iii) Failure to carry out the terms of a Chairman's receipt of the

notified in writing of the Executive Memorandum of Agreement requires recommendations of the Executive

Director's recommendation. that the applicant again request the Director, unless the applicant agrees to a

(c) Memorandum of Agreement-(I] Council's comments in accordance with longer time.

Preparation of Memorandum of these regulations. In such instances, (i) A panel shall consist of three non-

Agreement It shall be the responsibility until the Council issues its comments Federal members, one as Chairman, and

of the Executive Director to prepare under these regulations the applicant two Federal members. The Department

each Memorandum of Agreement shall not take or sanction any action or of HUD may not be a member of such

required under this part As appropriate, make any irreversible or irretrievable panel.

other parties may be invited by the commitment that could result in an (li] Prior to any panel or full Council

consulting parties to be signatories to adverse effect with respect to Netional consideration of a matter, the Chairman

the Agreement or otherwise indicate Register properties or properties which Will notify the applicant and the State

their concurrence with the Agreement. are plbe for inclusion in the National Historic Preservation Officer and other

In order to facilitate the process, the Register covered by the Agreement or parties in interest of the date on which

applicant may provide the Executive that would foreclose the Council's the project will be considered. The

Director a draft for a Memorandum of consideration of modifications or Executive Director, the applicant. the

Agreetnent. At the applicant's option, alternatives to the proposed project that Department of HUDl, and the State

such draft may be prepared at the time could avoid or mitigate the adverse Historic Preservation Officer shall

the applicant makes its determinations effect. prepare reports in accordance with

that properties listed in the National (4) Amendment of a Memorandum of 1 801.7(b). Reports from the applicant

Register or which may meet the Criteria Agreement Amendments to the and the State Historic Preservation

for listing in the National Register may Agreement may be made as specified is Offi'cer must be received by the

be adversely affected. The applicant 36 CER 80(i6(cX(4]. Executive Director at least 7 days before

must provide the State Historic (53 Report on Memor'andum of any meetin&.

Preservation Officer an opportunity to Agreement. Within 90-days after '- (3) Meeting Notice. At least 7 days

concurin or comment on its draft carrying out the terms of the Agreement notice of all meetings involving Council

Agreement. the applicant shall report to all . . review of projects in accordance with

(2) Review of Memorandum of signatories on the actions taken. these regulations shall be given by

Agreement Upon receipt of an executed (d] Council Meetings. Council publication in the Federal Register. The

Memorandum of Agrement. the meetings to consider a project will be Council shall provide a copy of the

Chairman shall institute al15 day review conducted in accordance with the notice by mail to the applicant the State

period. Unless the Chairman notifies the policies set forth in 38 CFl 800.8(d). Historic Preservation Officer, and the

applicant that the matter has been (1) Response to Recommendation for Department of Housing and Urban

placed on the agenda for consideration. Consideration at Council Meeting. (I) Development.

at a Council meeting, the.Agreement Upon receipt of a recommendation from (41 Statements to the CounciL An

shall become final when ratified by the the Executive Director concerning agenda shall provide for oral statements

Chairman or upon the expiration of the consideration of a proposed project at a from the Executive Director, the

15 day review period with no action Council meeting, the Chairman shall applicant; the Department of HUD

taken. Copies will be provided to determine whether the project will be parties in interest the Sectary, of the

signatories and notice of executed considered and shall notify the Interior the State Historic Preservation

Memoranda of Agreement shall be Executive Director, the applicant, HUD, Officer representatives national, State,

published by the Council in the Federal and the State Historic Preservation or local-units of government. and

Register. A copy of the Memorandum of Officer of his decision. In reaching & interested public and private

Agreement should be included in any decision the Chairman shall consider organizations and individuals. Parties

Environmental Assessment or -any comments from Council members. wishing to make oral-remarks should

Environmental Impact Statement (11) If the Chairman decide% against notify the Executive Director at least

prepared pursuant to the National consideration of the project at a Council two days in advance of the meeting,

Environmental Policy Act. meeting, a written summary of the'- Parties wishing to have-their statements

(3] Effect of Memorandum of . project any recommendations for action distributed to Council members prior to

Agreement (i) Agreements duly by the applicant and HUD, and the the meeting should send copies of the

executed in accordance with these decision shall be sent to each member of statements to the Executive Director, at

regulations shall constitute the the Council. The Chairman shall also least 5 days in advance.

commenrs of the Council and shall notify the applicant. the Department of (5] Comments of the Council The

evidence satisfaction of the applicant's MUD, the State Historic Preservation written comments of the Council will be

responsibilities for the proposed project Officer and' other parties in interest of issued within 7 days after a meeting.

under Section 106 of the Act and these the decision. Such notice shall be Comments by a panel shall be

regulations. evidence of satisfaction. of the considered the comments of the full

(ii) If the Council has commented on applicant's responsibilities for the Council. Comments shall be made to the

an application that is not approved by proposed project under Section 106 of applicant requesting comment and to the

MUD and a subsequent LUnAC the Act and these regulations. .- Department of MUD in order to assist
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the Department in taking final action on and processing of applications short of Register and whether such property is

the application. Immediately after the actual conmmifrnent of funds to the affected by the project.

comments are made to the applicant and project may proceed. (b) The failure of a State Historic

the Department of HUD, the comments (f) Lead Agency. If the project Preservation Officer to participate in

of the Council will be forwarded to the proposed by the applicant involves one any required steps of the process set

President and the Congress as a special or more Federal agencies, they may forth in this part shall not prohibit the

report under authority of Section 202(b) agree on a single lead agency to meet Executive Director and the applicant

of the Act and a notice of availability the requirements of Section 106 of the from concluding the Section 106 process.

will be published in the Federal National Historic Preservation Act and including the execution of a

Register. The comments of the Council Section 110 of the Housing a Memorandum of Agreement.

shall be available to the State Historic Community Development Act of 1980 § 801.6 Coordination with Requirements
Preservation Officer, other parties in and notify the Executive Director. If the Under the National Environmental Policy
interest and the public upon receipt of applicant is the designated lead agency, Act (42 U.S.C. 4321 at seq)
the comments by the applicant The these regulations shall be followed. If a The National Historic Preservation
applicant should include the comments Federal agency is designated lead Act and the National Environmental
of the Council in any final agency, the process in 30 CFR Par 80 Policy Act create separate and distinct
Environmentlal Impact Statement shall be used. responsibilities. The National Historic
prepared pursuant to the National (g) Compliance by a Federal Agency Preservation Act applies to those
Environmental Policy Act An applicant may make a finding that it aspects of a project which may affect

(6) Action in Response to Council proposes Ito accept a Federal agency's National Register properties and those
Comments. Upon receipt of the Council's compliance with Section 106 of the Act which are eligible for listing in the
comments after a meeting, the applicant and 36 CFR Part 800 where its review Of National Register. The requirements for
and the Department of HUD shall take the Federal agents findings indicate the National Environmental Policy Act
these comments into account in reaching thab apply to the effect that the project will
a final decision on the proposed project. (1) The project is identical with an have on the human environment. To the
When a final decision regarding the undertaking reviewed by the Council extent that the applicant finds it
proposed project is reached by the under 38 CFR Part 8M0 and practicable to do so, the requirements of
applicant and the Department of HUD, (2) The project and its impacts are these two statutes should be integrated.
they shall submit written reports to the included within the area of potential Some projects, for reasons other than
Council describing the actions taken by environmental impact described by the the effects on historic properties, may
them and other parties in response to Federal agency, require an Environmental Impact
the Council's comments and the impact The applicant shall notify the State Statement (ES) subject to the time
that such actions will have on the Historic Preservation Officer and the requirements for a draft and final EIS, in
affected National Register properties or Exe~utive flirector of its finding of which case the applicant may choose to
properties eligible for inclusion in the compliance wit Section I1B of the Act separately relate to the State Historic
National Register. Receipt of this report and 38 CFh Part Boo and-provide a copy Preservation Officer, the Department of
by the Chairman shall be evidence that of the Federal agency's document where the Interior, and the Council for
the applicanthas satisfied its the finding occurs. Unless the Executive purposes of Section 110(c) of the HCDA
responsibilities for the proposed project Director objects within 10 days of of 1980. In that event information in the
under Section 106 of the Act and these receipt of such notice the Council need draft EIS should indicate that
regulations. The Council may issue a not be afforded further-opportunity for compliance with Section 106 and these
final report to the President and the comment. If the Executive Director regulations is underway and the final
Congress under authority of Section objects to the finding of the applicant EIS should reflect the results of this
202(b) of the Act describing the. actions the applicant shall comply with 5 6014. process. Applicants are directed to 38
taken in response to the Council's CFR 800.9, which describes in detail the
comments including recommendations §801.5 State Historic Preservation Office manner in which the requirements of
for changes in Federal policy and . Resonsibilities& these two acts should be integrated and
programs, as appropriate. (a) The State Historic Preservation applies to all linAC applicants under

(e] Suspense of Action. Until the Officer shall participate in the review of these regulations. In those instances in
Council issues Its comments under these process established by Section 110(c) of which an Environmental impact
regulations and during the State Historic the HCDA of 1980 whenever it concerns Statement will be prepared for the
Preservation Officer review period and an undertaking located within the State project. the applicant should consider
the determination period of the Historic Preservation Officer's phasing compliance with these
Secretary of the Interior. good faith jurisdiction. The State Historic procedures and the preparation of the
consultation shall preclude the applicant Preservation Officer shall have a StatemyentL This may necessitate the
from taking or sanctioning any action or maximum period of 45 days in which to applicant waiving the tine requirements
making any irreversible or irretrievable formally comment on an applidant'a set forth in § 801.4.
commitment that could result in an. determination that the project may
adverse effect on a&National Registetor - affect a property that is Uised in the §801.7 Reports to the Council.

property which may meet the Criteria or National Registeror which may meet In order to adequately assess the

that would foreclose the consideration the Criteria for listing in the National impact of a proposed project on

of modifications or alternatives to the Register. This period does not include National Register and eligible

proposed project that could avoid, any effort by the applicant to obtain properties, it is necessary for the

mitigate, or minimize such adverse information from the State Historic Council to be provided certain

effects. In no case- shall linAC funds be Priservation Officer-which the applicant information. For the purposes of

used for physical activities on the considers in reaching its determinations developing Council comments on UDAG
project site-until the Council comments regarding whether a property meets the projects the following information is

have been completed. Normal planning Criteria for listing in the National required. Generally, to the extent that
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relevant partions of a UDAG applica .tion (ix) A description and analysis of context, guidance is also set forth

mnset the reuic c. t , c..4 cl...... 1 alternatives that would avoid the regarding this class of resources.

will be sufficient for the purposes of adverse effects; B. Role of the State Historic

Council review and comment. (x] A description and analysis of Presertation Officer
(a) Informatrion Requirements for alternatives that would mitigate the

Applicants-1) Documentation for adverse effects; and. In any identification effort to locate

Determination of No Adverse Effect (xi] An estimate of the cost of the Historic Register properties or

Adequate documentation of a project including the amount of the properties which meet the Criteria, the

Determination of No Adverse Effect UDAG grant State Historic Preservation Officer is a.

pursuant to § 8C12(c)(1) should include (b) Reports for Co un ci meetings. key figure. The State Historic

the following: consideration of a proposed project by Preservation officer will be of vital

(i] A general discussion and the full Council or a panel pursuant to assistance to the applicant The State

chronology of the proposed project § Bot4(b) is based upon reports from the Historic Preservation Officer can

[ii) A description of the proposed Executive Director, the State Historic provide information on known

project including, as appropriate, Preservation Officer and Secretary of properties as well as studies which have

photographs, maps, drawings, and the Interior. Requirements for these taken place in the project area. Early

specifications; reports arm specified in 38 CFR 800.13(c). contact should be made with the State

(Iii)] A list of National Register and Additionally, reports from the applicant Histonic Preservation Officer for

eligible properties that will be affected and the Department of HUitD are recommendations and suggestions

by the project including a descniption of required by these regulations. The regarding efforts that should be

the property's physical appearance and requirements for these reports consist of undertaken to identify properties. For

significance; the following: UDAG projects, identification of

(iv] A brief statement explaining why (1) Report of the Applicant The report National Register properties which meet

each of the Criteria of Adverse Effect from the applicant requesting comments the Criteria is the responsibility of the

(See § 801.3(c)(l)) was found shall include a copy of the relevant applicant The level of identification

inapplicable; Iportions of the UDAG application; a effort should be made mn consultation

(v) Written views of the State Historic general discussion and chronology of with the State Historic Preservation

Preservation Officer concerning the .the proposed project; an account of the Officer with due consideration to the

Determination of No Advese Effect. i~f steps taken to comply with the National nature of the project and its impacts, the

available; and, Environmental Policy Act (NEPA): any likelihood of historic properties being

(vi] An estimate of the cost of the relevant supporting documentation in affected and the state of existing

project including the amount of the' studies that the applicant has knowledge regarding historic properties

UDAG grant. completed-, an evaluation of the effect of in the area of the project's potential

(Z) prelimzinary Case Reports, the project upon the property, with environmental impact.
Preliminary Case Reports should be particular reference to the impact on the
submitted with a-request for comments historical, architectural. archeological, C. Levels of Identification

pursuant to § SO1A(b] and should and cultural values; steps taken or j. The area of the project's potential

include the following informnation: proposed by the applicant to avoid or environmental impact consists of two

(I) A general discus'sion and mitigate adverse effects of the projects: distinct snbareasYThat which will be

chronology of the proposed project. a thorough discussion of alternate disturbed directly (generally the

(ii) The status of the project in the courses of action: and an analysis construction site and its immediate

projec aprvlpoes companring the advantages resulting from environs] and that which will
(III) The status of the prjc nte the project with the disadvantages experience indirect effects: Within the

National Environmental Policy Act resulting from the adverse effects on area of indirect impact, impacts will be

compliance process and the target date National Register or eligible properties. induced as a result of carrying the

for completion of all the applicant's - (2] Report of the Secretary of Housing project out Historic and cultural

environmental responsibilities, and Urban Development. The report properties subject to effectmnust be
(iv) A description of the proposed from the Secretary shall include the identified in both subareas, and the

project including as appropriate., status of the application in the UDAC level of effort necessary in each may

photographs, maps, drawings and approval process, past involvement of . vary. The level of effort needed is also
specifications. the Departmentywith the applicant and affected by the stage of planning and the

[v] A list of National Register and the proposed project or land area for the quality of pre-exdsting-infotflatidn.
eligible properties that will be affected propose project and information on Obviously, if the area of potential
by the project including a description of how theapplicant has met other environmental impact has already been

the property's physical appearance and requirements.-of the Department for the fully and intensively studied before
significance.prpsdpoet rjcpannbgnte-inoed

(vi) A brief statement explaining why pooe rjc rjc lnigbgn.teei one

any of the Criteria of Adverse Effect Appendix-Identification of Properti to duplicate this effort. The State

(e§ M3c[)b)apply, .itouto Historic Preservation Officer should be

(vii)~ Writte viws of the State A.Itouto .-- consulted for information on previous

Hstoria"Preseflatinh Officer concerning flecause of the high proaltyjf suis suigteae a o er

the effect on the property. if available: locating properties which are listed in previously intensively studied,

(vii) The views of Federal agencies, the National Register or-which meet the identification efforts generally fail into

State and local governments. and other Criteria for listing in many older city three levels-

groups or individuals, when known as downtowns. this appendix is designed to a. Overview Study. This level of study

obtained through the ONO Circular A- serve as guidance for UDAG applicants is normally conducted as a part of

95 process or the environmental review inidentifying such properties. In general planning and is useful at an

process. public hearings or other addition, because archeological early stage in project formulation. It is

applicant processes; -resources presentproblems in an urban designed to-obtain a general
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understanding of an area's historic and study may show that there are no further review is required with respect
cultural properties, by: potentially eligible properties within the to arc'neuiogy.

(1) Assessing the extent to which the area, or may show that only a few such 2. Where review of sources of
area has been previously subjected to properties within the area, or may show information such as those listed in
study; that only a few such properties exist. Section 1)(1)(a) above, reveals that

(2) Locating properties previously and document them sufficiently to archeological resources which meet the
recorded; permit a determination of eligibility to National Register Criteria are likely to

(3) Assessing the probability that be made in accordance with 36 CFR Part exist on the project site, but these
properties eligible for the National 1202. Alternatively, the study may resources are so deeply buried that the
Register will be found if the area is indicate that potentially eligible project will not intrude upon them, or
cl osely inspected, and properties exist in the area, but may not they are in a portion of the project site

(4) Determining the need. if any. for document them to the standards of 365 that will not be disturbed, a
further invesigation. CFR Part 1202. Should this occur, a determination of "No Effect" is

An overview study includes study of definition and evaluation study is- - appropriate in accordance with § 801.3.
pertinent records (local histories, necessary for those properties falling 3. Where review of sources of
building inventories, architectural within the project's area of direct effect information such as those listed in
reports, archeological survey reports. and for those properties subject to Section 0(13(a) above, reveals that
etc.), and usually some mino~r on-the- indirect effects. If a property falls within archeological resources which meet the
ground inspection, the general area of indirect effect, but no Criteria exist or are likely to exist on the

b. Identification Study:- An indirect effects are actually anticipated project site, and that the project is likely
identification study attempts to on the property in question, a definition to disturb them, a determination of "No
specifically identify, and record all and evaluation study will normally be Adverse Effect" may be made in
properties in an area that may meet' the superfluous, accordance with § 801.S(a)(2)(H) if:
Criteria for listing on the NationalD.IetfctoanCosdrtoof aThaplatad/revoeri
Register. It is conducted in consultation D.dntictoadCosdrtoof .Thaplatad/revoers
with the State Histonic Preservation Archeological Properties in an Urban committed to fund a professionally

Oficrad ncudsstdyofprtnet Context supervised and planned pre-
Offier. nd nclues tudyof ertientconstruction testing program. and to

background data plus a thorough on-the- 1. Archeological sites in urban modification of the project in
ground inspection of the subject area by contexts are often difficult to identify consultation with the State Historic
qualified personnel. For very large and evaluate in advance of construction, -Preservation Officer to protect or
areas, or areas with uncertain -because they are sealed beneath modern icroaewti h rjc h
boundaries, such a study may focus on buildings and structures. Prehistoric and anchopoiat esoinrtes prsoje the h
representative sample areas, frmwih hsoi ie ihncte a ea minimum of damage to them. or if:
generalizations may be made about the important both to science and to anb. The applicant and/or developer is
whole. understanding of each city's history, committed to fundl a professionally

c. Definition and Evaluation Study: If however, and should be cp' nsidered in supervised and planned archeological
an overview and/or an identification project planning Special maethods can slaeporm oriae ihst
study have indicated the presence or be used to ensure effective and efficient clearing and construction, following the
probable presence of properties that consideration and treatmient of sadrso h ertr fteItro
may meet the National Register Criteria archeological sites in UDAG projects. stndrdofth e Se36 cPrtar ofn the tro
but has not documented them a. If it is not feasible to physically setportat 3fiCFR Phat 1210, andgthe
sufficiently to allow a determination to determine the existence or nonexience appliatns th atrs efthinga
be made about their eligibility, a of archeological sites in the project area, ngtsteavreefci
definition-and evaluation study is tepoaityrimrbilyofhir accordance with the standards set forth

theprobbi dte riminedbiiny oti in Section X of the Council's
necessary. Such a study is directed at existence can be dtrie.nmot "Supplementary Guidance for Review of
specific potentially eligible properties or ca'ses, through study of.
at areas known or suspected to contain (1) Information on the gre-urban Proposals for Treatement of
eligible properties. It includes an natural environment, which would have Archeological Properties" (45 FR 78208).
intensive on-the-ground inspection and had an effect on the location of 4. When archeological sites included
related studies as necessary, conducted prhsoi ie:in the National Register or which meet
by qualified personnel and provides (2) Information from surrounding teCiei r on oeito h
sufficient information to apply the areas and general literature concerning project site or in the area of the project's
National Register's "Criteria for the location of prehistoric sites; environmental impact. and where the
Evaluation" (36 CER 1202.6). (3) State and local historic property project is likely to disturb such

2. An overview study will normally be registers; resources, and where the adverse effect
needed to provide basic information for (4) Archeological survey reports; of such disturbance cannot be negated
planning in the area of potential (8) Historic maps, atlases, tax records, by archeological salvage, a
enviroijmental impact Unless this study photographs, and other sources of determination of "Adverse Effect" is
indicates clearly that no further information on the locations of earlier appropriate in accordance with
identification efforts are needed (e.g. by structures; § S0t3fal(2)(C).
demonstrating that the entire area has (8) Information on discoveries of JFfinoeaU-11173ied i-iea&45sa.1
already been intensively inspected with prehistoric or historic material during BILLING CODE 41101-M

negative results, or by demonstrating previous constrction. land levelling, or
that no potentially significant buildings excavation.
have ever been built there, and there is b. Where review of such sources of
virtually no potential for archeological information reveals no significant -

resources), an identification study will likelihood that archeological resources
probably be needed within the area of which meet the National Register
potential environtmental impact This Criteria exist on the project site, no



THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENOES

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT

TITLE: Ethnoastronomy and Archaeoastronomy in the American Tropics

SPONSOR: The New York Academy of Sciences

DATES: March 30 - April 1, 1981

PLACE: The Barbizon-Plaza Hotel, New York City

THEME: This conference, addressed to and attended by astronomers,
anthropologists, art historians, ethnohistorians', and
historians of science, will deal with the question of how
ancient and contemporary cultures of the American tropics
observed and organized celestial phenomena. What specific
astronomical events were witnessed and what was the methodolcy
of observation? What ends did precise astronomical knowledge
serve? Did indigenous people of the tropics practice "science"
as we do; if not, how was their view of the cosmos different
from our own and what can we learn about these people by
viewing the universe through their eyes.

CHAIRS: Dr. Anthony F. Aveni, Physics-Astronomy Department,
Colgate University, Hamilton, New York 13346; and
Dr. Gary Urton, Sociology and Anthropology Department,
Colgate University, Hamilton, New York i3346.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: Conference Department, The New York
Academy of Sciences, 2 East 63rd Street, New York, NY 10021.
(212) 838-0230.

2 East 63rd Street. New York cW2I1. Phone :!2 3,So23o Ci Hc NYAC$CI



NEW YORK STATE PARKS & RECREATION Agency Building 1. Empire Slate Plaza. Albany. New York 12238 information 518 474-0456
Orin Lehman, Commissioner

December 23, 1980

Dr. Ralph Solecki
President
Professional Archeologists of
New York City

Department of Anth'ropology
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027

Dear Dr. Solecki:

Thank you for your letters to me and to Commissioner Lehmanconcerning Professional Archeologists Of New York City (FANYC)and its interest in meeting a long-existing need in the City.

We hope that opportunities for cooperation between yourorganization and the Division for Historic Preservation willarise and shall certainly bear in mind your interest and yourconcerns.

With best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

(u14~ /j~eut Jn&Pu10
Ann Webster Smith
Deputy Commissioner

for Historic Preservation



If you are intere sted in applying for membership in PANYC complete the attached
--,form and mail it to 11. Arthur Bankoff, Dept. of Anthropology, Brooklyn College,
Brooklyn, New York 34210

PROFESSIONAL ARCHAXEOLOGISTS OF . EW YORK CITY

IEMBERSHIP APBLICATIOW

ADDRESS (Busin-ess).

Telephone_______________________

(Home) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Telephone__________________________

Are ycu a member of the New, York Archaeological Council? _________

Are yoU a member of the Society of Professional Archaeologists?______

Briefly state your interest in New York City archaeology and/or reasons -or
wanting to become a member of PAXYC:


